
THE CRIMINAL MASTERMIND
The exciting wolf hunt throughout Europe!

The Story
As a newly formed special task force of Europol, the players 
need to find and arrest the probably most spectacular art 
thief in the history of crime. 

The criminal mastermind calls himself „The Wolf“. He is 
targeting the most valuable and extraordinary art treasures 
in Europe. 

His thefts are planned down to the smallest detail and he 
leaves no traces except for his wolf graffiti. With an ominous 
parcel he has challenged Europol to a kind of game. A 
strange puzzle box as well as a postcard seem to indicate 
the location of the Wolf. 

The new special task force X7 WOLF BRAVO takes up 
the investigation and the players find themselves in an 
unprecedented chase across Europe soon.

The Fields Of Use
Criminal Mastermind is a mobile indoor game concept with 
elements from the Escape Game area. The game duration 
is 60 to 90 minutes. The game is available in a linear 
competitive game variant for single groups or a smaller 
number of teams, as well as in a cooperative game variant - 
prepared for up to 20 teams.

The Key Data
Storytelling based indoor game concept with 
escape game elements!

High quality game material!

Game concept with competitive and cooperative 
game modes!
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Get the exciting game concept Criminal Mastermind now - plus a detailed game manual to prepare and operate the 
game - plus access to the Serious Games software and plus all puzzle documents, audio & video files as well as other 

templates for post-processing and customizing the game!

Escape Game Storytelling Puzzles Cooperation Chase Art theft Risks Criminology

Game Mechanics Themes & Settings

The Software
An essential part of the game Criminal 
Mastermind is the integration of our 
Mobile Serious Games Software. With 
the help of the software, digital elements 
are linked with analog materials. Via the 
app, the players are confronted with 
various challenges that have to be solved 
within the context of the story of Criminal 
Mastermind. 

The results of a team can be objectively 
evaluated in the software‘s content 
management system. 

 » 1 high quality wooden puzzle box
 » 1 high quality wooden puzzle 
 » 1 UV flashlight
 » 1 evidence bag
 » 1 marker pen
 » Role cards
 » Various print media, kreativ puzzles, audio & 

video files

The Game Material

https://youtu.be/MIEcFcIZv24
https://youtu.be/MIEcFcIZv24
https://youtu.be/oPKBobsX2pQ
https://youtu.be/oPKBobsX2pQ

